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A NOTE ON A LEMMA OF ZARISKI AND HIGHER
DERIVATIONS

WEI-EIHN KUAN

Abstract.   A sufficient condition is given for an a-adic com-

plete ring R to be a power series ring over a subring.

1. Introduction. We prove in this note the following theorem: Let

R be a ring and let a be an ideal in R such that (\Z,0 a¿=0 and R is com-

plete with respect to the a-adic topology. Assume that there exists a higher

derivation D={Di}?=0 of R such that Dx(x)=l for some x e a. Let

E=D0-xD1-\-\-(-l)nxnDnA-• If E(x)=0, then there exists a

subring Rx of R such that ä=äx[[jc]], and x is analytically independent

over Rx.

This result generalizes Zariski's original lemma [5, Lemma 4, p. 526],

and [1, Theorem 6, p. 412], a version of Zariski's lemma when R is of

positive characteristic, and also removes the condition that R is an integral

domain as we mentioned at the end of [1, p. 414]. [5, Lemma 4, p. 256]

played a very important role in the study of analytic product of an affine

algebraic variety V along a given subvariety W of V in A. Seidenberg's

paper on differential ideals [4].

In the last section, we generalize a lemma of M. Miyanishi [2, p. 194]

slightly, and give some remarks on his proofs of his lemma and Propo-

sition 1.3 [2, p. 194].

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this note, all rings are commutative

with identity. A derivation D of a ring R is an additive group homomor-

phism from R to R such that D(a ■ b)=aDb+bDa for all a and b in R.

A higher derivation D={Df}?= 0 of a ring R is a sequence of additive

group homomorphisms from RtoR such that

(1) X>0=identity map on R, and

(2) Dn(a ■ b)=2U D¿a) ■ Dn_((b) for all n=\, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and for all a

and b in R. (Note Dx is always a derivation of R.) Leibniz formula.

Let Äbea ring and let a be an ideal in R. Then R has a topological

structure with {a'"}°Lo as the fundamental system of neighborhoods of the
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zero in R. This is the so called a-adic topology in R. Both addition and

multiplication are continuous in a-adic topology. R is a Hausdorff space

if and only if (\?=o u¿=0. A mapping/:/?—»-/? is continuous if there exists

a subsequence {av"}"=0 of the sequence {an}™=0 sucn that/(av«)<=aB, for

each natural number n.

Lemma 1. Let R be a ring. Let D={D¡}^0 be a higher derivation of R.

Then

(1) For aly • • • ,ane R, and for each natural number m,

n

Dmia-x ■ ■ ■ an) = 2 ai ' ' ' ui ' " anDm(ai)

rn—1

+ J Di(ax ■ ■ ■ an_x) ■ Dm_i(an)
1 = 1

m—1n—1

+ 22 a>+l ' ' ' anA(ûl * ' ' a,-l)-Dm-t(ûi).
i=l   3=2

where ax • ■ • áf • • • a„=a, • ■ ■ a^a^x ' • • an.

(2) For each ideal a in R, and for each natural number m, Z)m(a")c an~m

for each a", i.e. Z>m is continuous with respect to the a-adic topology.

(3) For each ¡deal a in R and for each xea, let £¡ = 21=0 (— O'-x'-Oi

/or eacA natural number 1. £,(an)c=an/or eac/i an, /'.e. £j ;'j a continuous

additive group homomorphism of R with respect to the a-adic topology.

Proof.    Straightforward.

Lemma 2. Let R be a ring. Let a be an ideal of R such that (\f=o ai==0.

Assume R is complete with respect to the a-adic topology. Let xea, and

let £¡ = 2'=o (— O'x'A. Then the sequence {Et}1°=0 is uniformly convergent,

andE=~2ff=0 (— l)'jc'.Di = lini,_00 £¡ is a continuous endomorphism of R.

Proof. The sequence {E¡ia)} is a Cauchy sequence for each a e R.

In fact £f(fl) —£,-(a) e a" for i,j>n; i.e., for each given a", there exists a

natural number N (=n) such that £,(a) —£;(a) e a" for i,j>N. Hence

{£,(a)} converges in R. Since the natural number N above is independent

of a e R, therefore {fJ^Lo converges uniformly in R. Hence £=lim,_0O £,

is continuous. In fact for each a" and for each a e a71, there exists a natural

number N=n which is independent of a such that £(a)=(£(a)—£^(0)) +

Es(a) e a71. Thus E(an)^an.x

Since £(a+6)=lim!_00 £;(a+6)=lim,_00 E^+lim^^ Et(b)=E(a) +

E(b), therefore E(a+b)=E(a)+E(b). Also for each natural number /,

11 thank the referee for his remark that E(a") <= a".
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Et(a) ■ El(b)=El(ab)mod(xl+1). Thus £,(a)£,(¿)-£,(ao) £ aî+1. Therefore

lim E¡(a) • E¡(b) = lim E,(ab).
¿-♦oo l-*co

But lim^ £,(a) • £¡(¿>)=lim!^00 £,(«) • Iirn,^, £,(*). So E(ab)=E(a)E(b).

3. Theorem 1. Let R be a ring and let a be a proper ideal in R such

that p|,"0a¿=0, and R is complete with respect to the a-adic topology.

Assume that there exists a higher derivation D = {Di}?=0 of R such that

Dx(x)=l for some x e a. Let E=D0-xDi+- ■ -+(-l)nxnDn+- ■ •.

IfE(x)=0, then there exists a subring Rx of R such that R = Rx[[x]], and x

is analytically independent over Rx', i.e. if 2S=o OiX'=0 where a¿ e Rx then

ai=0foralli=l,2,-

Proof.   E(x)=0  implies   E~1(0)=Rx.   Indeed,   if aeE-1^),   then

E(a)=0;    i.e.    a-xDx(a)-\-+ (-l)nxnDn(a) + - ■ -=0.     Thus    a=

xDx(a)+-\-(-l)nxnDn(a)-\-is in Rx. So E~1(0)<^Rx. The other

inclusion is obvious. Next, we observe that £2=£. In fact for each a e R,

E(a) = a — xDxa + • • •

and

E2(a) = E(a) - E(xDxa + ■ ■ ■)

= E(a) - E(x) ■ E(Dxa - xD2a -\-) = E(d),

so E2(a)=E(a) for all a e R. Let Rx=E(R) then £ is an identity map on

Rx. Let a be an arbitrary element in R. E(a)=a—xDxa+-■ • +

(— l)nxnDna + - ■ ■ implies that a=£(a)+a1x for some %£/!. Thus

a=E(a)+xE(ax)+a2x2 for some a2eR, and so on. Therefore we have

a=E(a)+xE(Ox)+- ■ -+xnE(an)+ • • • for some au a2, • ■ ■ , an, • ■ ■ in R,

and a e Rx[[x]]. Hence /?=/î1[[x]]. Finally we suppose b0+bxX+- • ■ +

bmx" + - ■ -=0 where ¿0, bx, ■ ■ ■ , bn, ■ ■ • are in Rt. We prove inductively

b0=bx=- ■ -=bn=- • -=0. Since £ is identity on R¡, E(b0+bxX+- ■ • +

bnxn + - ■ -)=0 implies ¿»0=£(¿»0)=0. Assume ¿»0=^=- • • =¿»,=0. We

have bi+1xi+1+bi+2xi+2 + - ■ -=0. By Lemma 1 and Dt(x)=l, we have

Dnxn = 1 mod(X) and Dnxn+j=0 mod(x) for all natural numbers n andy.

Thus

0 = £><+ivWi+1 + bi+*xi+* + ■■■)

= ^¿+i(*!+i^¡+1) + Di+x(bi+2x>+2 + ■■■)

= bi+1Di+i(xi+1)mod(x) = bi+l mod(x).

Therefore bi+1+ci+1x=0 for some ci+1 e R. So 0=£(¿»¿+1-r-ci+1x)=¿>i+1.

Therefore x is analytically independent over /?v
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If R contains the field of rational numbers as a subring, then every

derivation D of R gives rise to a higher derivation of R, namely, {£>„, D,

D2/2!, • • • , Dnjn\, ■ ■ •} where Dn is the nth successive derivation of D,

and D0 is the identity map in R. Let a be an ideal of R such that R is a

complete Hausdorff space with respect to the a-adic topology. Assume

Dx= 1 for some xea. Then the endomorphism E=e~xD= 2 (— l)nxnDn/n !

always maps x to zero. Let Rx=EiR), then D(/?1)=0. Thus we have the

following

Corollary 1. Let R be a ring containing the field of rational numbers

as a subring. Let a be an ideal in R such that R is a complete Hausdorff

space with respect to the a-adic topology. Assume there exists a derivation

D of R such that Dx=l for some xea. Then there exists a subring Rx

of R such that (1) D is zero on Rx and (2) i?=/?1[M] and x is analytically

independent over Rx.

In the following, a semilocal (local) ring 35 is a Noetherian ring with

finitely many (unique) maximal ideals. Let m be the intersection of the

maximal ideals of D. It is well known that {\f=ami=(). In this case we

use m-adic topology for R. As a corollary to Corollary 1, we have the

original lemma of Zariski.

Corollary 2. Let (35, m) be a complete semilocal ring of characteristic

zero. Let D be a derivation of 35. Assume that there exists an element x

in m of 1) such that Dx is a unit in 35. Then 35 contains a ring 35, of rep-

resentatives of the icomplete) semilocal ring 35/35jc having the following

properties: (a) D is zero on 35,; (b) x is analytically independent on 35x;

(c) 35 is the power series ring 35j [[*]].

Proof.    Replace D by il/Dx)D and apply Corollary 1.

We also get [1, Theorem 6, p. 412] as a corollary to the theorem,

Corollary 3. Let (35, m) be a complete local ring. Let xem and

let D = {Di}?=0 be a higher derivation of 35 such that Dxx is a unit in 35,

and DiX=0for i> 1. Then there exists a subring 35, o/35 such that: (a) 35x

15 a complete local ring, (b) x is analytically independent over 35,, and

(c) 35 = 35, [[*]].

Proof. Let D1x=£~1, where e is a unit in 35. Replacing {.D¿}?10 by

{£\DJ£L0, we may assume  Z>,;c=l. Since  D{x=0 for z>l,  therefore

Ex=x-xDxX=0 where E=D0-xDx-\-+(-l)nJcn.DB+- ■ ■ . Thus the

theorem is applicable.

Remarks. (1) Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 hold under the assumption

that Dxx is a unit. The proofs are easily modified.
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(2) If R has a as its sole maximal ideal and is a complete Hausdorff

space with respect to the a-adic topology, then E(x)=0 and x^O implies

that Dxix) is a unit.

(3) If R is a complete Hausdorff integral domain with respect to the

a-adic topology, then E(x)=0 and x^O implies that Dxix) is a unit.

4. Though the following theorem could be easily proved by a similar

technique used in the proof of Theorem 1, we would like to prove it as a

corollary to Corollary 1.

Theorem 2. Let R be a ring containing the field of rational numbers

as a subring. Let a be an ideal in R such that (\%L0 ai=0. Assume that there

exists a derivation D of R such that il) for each y e R, Dl(y)=0 for

sufficiently large i, and (2) Dix)=l for some xea. Then (a) there exists

a subring i?, of R such that R=Rx[x] and x is algebraically independent

over Rx', (b) D is trivial on /?,.

Proof. Let R he the completion of R with respect to the a-adic

topology. Then R is a complete Hausdorff space with respect to the topol-

ogy defined by the filtration â=>(a2)A = - • -=>(an)"=>- • • , where (a*)A

is the closure of a¿ in R. Thus (\?=0 (a*y=0. Note that (a¿)"í a'R in

general and equality holds if a is finitely generated. Let ylt y2, ■ ■ -, yn, • • ■

be a Cauchy sequence in R; Lemma 1 implies that {£>'()>,■)}£„ is also a

Cauchy sequence for each j. Define jÔ'(y)=lim,-_œ D>(yf). Then it is

easy to check that {D0, D, ■ • -, Dn¡n\, • ■ ■} forms a higher derivation

in R. Moreover Di(aiy^(ai~iy. Indeed let ye (a¿y and let yu • • •,

yn, ■ • • he a sequence in ai such that lim^^^ yn=y. Then D'(y)=

lim,^ Dj(yn). Since Dj(yn) eaw, therefore Dj(y)e (ai_0*'• Lemma 1

and Lemma 2 are easily verified. Since the kernel of the natural ring

homomorphism from R to R is f]?=0 a¿=0, R is viewed as a subring of

R. Dl restricted to R is Di so Dx=l and

Ê(x) = x- (x/1 l)D(x) + ■•• + (-iy*(x»ln\)ú»(x) + ■•■

= x- (x/1 \)D(x) + (x*l2\)D*(x) +■■• + (-l)n(xn¡n\)Dn(x) +■■■

= 0.

Thus it follows from Theorem 1 that R=Rx[[x]], where JR, is a subring

of Ê and x is analytically independent over Ä,. Let Rx = Rr^Rx- Then

R=Rx[x]. Indeed, let y e R. Then y=a0+axX + - ■ ■+a„x7t + - ■ • where

at e Èx for all at. Since there exists a natural number TV such that Z>-v(y)=0.

Therefore

0 = DN(y) = N\ aN + i(N + 1)! aN+lx + ■■■.

Hence a¿=0 for all ¡—A/", and y=a0+üxX-\-hß-v-i^-1- It follows

that äc^M. Applying Dy~x to y, we have DN-x(y)=(N-l)laN_x-
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Therefore aN^x^R. Applying DN~Z to (y—aN_1xN~1)=a0+a1x-\-h

aN-2XN~i, we get aN_2 e R and so on. Consequently, a0, • ■ •, aN_x are all

in RxC\R=Rx. So £=/?![;*•], and x is of course algebraically independent

over /?!.-(b) follows from Corollary 1.

We would like to thank Professor M. Miyanishi for communicating

to us the following result which we also observed independently.

Proposition 1. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic 0.

Assume there is a derivation of R such that D'(a)=0for each aeR and

for sufficiently large i. Then Dx=0for all units x in R.

Proof. Let x be a unit in R, and let y e R be such that xy=l. Then

xDy+yDx=0. Suppose Dx^O. Thus Dyj¿0. Let i be the natural

number such that D'x=0 and Dmx^0 for m<i, also let y be the natural

number such that D>y=0 and Dvy^§ forp<j. By Leibniz's formula,

0 « D\xy) = J (n\D\x)D^\y).
*=o \k'

Taking n = i+j—2 and assuming i^j we get D'~1(x) • Di~1(y)=0. Hence

either Di~1(x)=0 or D'~1(y)=0, a contradiction.

Proposition 1 completes the proof of [2, Lemma 1.4, p. 194]. One could

not use [2, Proposition 1.4, p. 194] to yield a proof to the last part of

[2, Proposition 1.3, p. 193]. But Proposition 1 corrects that part of the

proof.

[4, Theorem 5, p. 30] locates differential ideals; [2, Proposition 1.3,

p. 193] becomes interesting, we give it a slight generalization.

Theorem 3. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic 0 with a

unique maximal ideal m such that f)?=0 m'=0, i.e. (R, m) is a local domain

which may not be Noetherian. If there is a derivation D of R such that

D'(a)=0for each aeR and for sufficiently large i, then rrt is differential,

i.e. D(m)<= m, and D induced by D on R/m is trivial.

Proof. Suppose Dm+tn. Then there is xern such that Dx=u~1,

where m is a unit in R. Then uDx=l. Replacing D by uD, we have

(uD)i(a)=uiDi(a) by Proposition 1. Thus (uDY(a)=0 for sufficiently

large i. It follows from Theorem 2 that £=RJx], a contradiction. The

last part follows from Proposition 1.

Observing the fact that in a polynomial ring A[x] the units in A[X]

are of the form a0+axX+- ■ -+anx" such that a0 is a unit in A and

a2,- • • ,an are nilpotent in A, we give two examples countering Propo-

sition 1 when R is not an integral domain.
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Example 1. Let R=Z¡(4)[X], where Z is the domain of integers and

X is an indeterminate over Z/(4). Let D be a derivation of R such that

DX=l+2X+2X2. (DX)2=l, D2X=29¿0, Di(d)=0 for eachae£ and
for large integers /.

Example 2. Let R=(Q[t])[X], where Q is the field of rational num-

bers, í2=0 and X is an indeterminate over Q[t\. Let D be a derivation

of R such that DX=l+tX. Then DX is a unit ((DX) ■ (l-tX)=l)
D2X=t9*0, and Dt=0, Di(a)=Q for each a e R and for large /.

In the setting of Theorem 2, when R is an integral domain, if there is a

derivation D such that DX is a unit u for some x e a, then there is a

yea (y=x/u) such that Dy=l. What can one say in a more general

case? Both Example 1 and Example 2 give negative answers. Using an

idea of Professor M. Rosenlicht [3, Theorem 1, p. 721] we prove the fol-

lowing theorem.

Theorem 4. Let R be a ring, which contains the field of rational

numbers, with an ideal a such that (\?=oa¿=0 and R is complete with

respect to the a-adic topology. Assume there is a derivation D of R such that

Dx is a unit for some x e a. Then there exists an element yea such that

Dy=l.

Proof. If Dx is a unit then D(x¡Dx)— 1 e Rx<= a. If we can construct

a Cauchy sequence {x0=x/Dx, xu • • ■, xn, • • ■} such that x{ e xR and

Dx¡—1 e Rxi+1, then putting y=\imi^x xt, and since a is also closed,

we have yea and Dy=lim(„co Dx¿=\. The proposed construction goes

inductively as follows: Since D(Rxi+1)<^ Rx', D induces a surjective

Ä-homomorphism DU) : Rx^-^Rxf Rxi+1 such that

DU)(xi+1) »(i'-tI^'t Rxi+1.

Therefore there exists z¿ e Rx'+1 such that

Dz¿ = Dxf_x - 1 mod(Rxi+1)

for /=1,2, ••-. Thus D(xi._1-zi)-\ e Rxi+l. Putting x¡=x,_1-z¿,

we have a sequence {x0=x¡Dx, xx, x2, ■ ■ •} such that £>jc,— 1 e Rxi+1<^

ai+1 for /=0, 1, 2, • • • . For a given a", there exists a positive integer A^

(=n) such that for i,j>N, x¿—x¡ e a". Therefore {x0, xu • • •} is a Cauchy

sequence as desired.

Added in proof. The author recently discovered that Theorem 2

can be derived from Taylor's lemma, see Y. Nouaze and P. Gabriel's

Idéaux premiers de l'algèbre enveloppante d'une algèbre de Lie nilpotente,

J.Algebra 6 (1967), 77-99.
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